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Awarding Body University of the Arts London 

College London College of Communication 

School University of the Arts London 

Programme Branding and Design Innovation (L064) 

Course AOS Code 10248 

FHEQ Level Level 6 Degree 

Course Credits 360 

Mode Full Time 

Duration of Course 3 years 

Valid From September 1st 2019 

QAA Subject Benchmark Art and Design 

Collaboration N/A  

UAL Subject 
Classification Communication and graphic design  

JACS Code W213 - Visual communication 

UCAS Code N/A  

PSRB N/A  

Work placement offered Yes  

Course Entry 
Requirements 

Home/EU/International 

The course team welcomes applicants from a broad range of 
backgrounds from all over the world. The course attracts 
students who apply direct from A-level (or equivalent) or 
from Foundation Diploma in Art and Design, or other art or 
design courses, as well as mature students who may have 
previously worked in industry. 

The standard entry requirements for this course are as 
follows: 

80 UCAS tariff points for entry in 2020, or 64 UCAS tariff 
points for entry in 2019, which can be made up of one or a 



combination of the following accepted full level 3 
qualifications: 

• A Levels at grade C or above (preferred subjects 
include: English; History; Media; Business; Art and 
Design, or other subjects within Social Sciences). 

• Pass at Foundation Diploma in Art & Design (Level 3 
or 4). 

• Merit, Pass, Pass at BTEC Extended Diploma 
(preferred subjects: Art and Design, IT & 
Computing). 

• Pass at UAL Extended Diploma. 
• Access to Higher Education Diploma (preferred 

subject: Digital and Creative Media, Film and 
Production, Computing). 

• OR equivalent EU/International qualifications, such as 
International Baccalaureate Diploma. 

And 3 GCSE passes at grade 4 or above (grade A*-C). 

APEL - Accreditation of Prior (Experiential) Learning 

Applicants who do not meet these course entry 
requirements may still be considered in exceptional cases. 
The course team will consider each application that 
demonstrates additional strengths and alternative evidence. 
This might, for example, be demonstrated by: 

• Related academic or work experience 
• The quality of the personal statement 
• A strong academic or other professional reference 
• A combination of these factors. 

Each application will be considered on its own merit but we 
cannot guarantee an offer in each case. 

English Language Requirements (International/EU) 

IELTS level 6.0 or above, with at least 5.5 in reading, writing, 
listening and speaking. Please check our main English 
language requirements page. 

http://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/language-centre/language-requirements
http://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/language-centre/language-requirements


All classes are conducted in English. If English is not your first 
language you will be asked to provide evidence of your 
English language ability when you enrol. 

Selection Criteria The portfolio, along with the details on your UCAS 
application (including the academic reference and your 
personal statement) will be assessed against the following 
criteria: 

 Visual language: quality of structure, use of line, 
shape - 2D or 3D, form, scale, space, light, colour, 
texture and time. 

 Ideas generation: quality of ideas and thought 
process, expression of design thinking. 

 Research and its application (including images from 
sketch books): evidence of investigation and use of 
appropriate resources. 

 Materials, media exploration and experimentation; 
experimentation and testing of materials to 
achieve outcomes. 

 Contextual awareness and its influence on the 
portfolio; understanding and application of subject 
knowledge and context. 



Awards and Percentage of Scheduled Learning 

Year 1 

Percentage of Scheduled Learning 23 

Awards Credits 

Certificate of Higher Education 
 

120 
 

 

Year 2 

Percentage of Scheduled Learning 22 

Awards Credits 

Diploma of Higher Education 
 

240 
 

 

Year 3 

Percentage of Scheduled Learning 12 

Awards Credits 

Bachelor of Arts 
 

360 
 

 
  



Course Aims and Outcomes 
The Aims and Outcomes of this Course are as follows: 

Aim/Outcome Description  

Aim Provide you with the knowledge and skills to support your study of 
branding and identity as a creative and dynamic activity 

Aim Assist you in developing a personal methodology and enable you to 
speculate on new, innovative approaches to the subject 

Aim 
Enable you to appreciate, explore, interrogate and challenge the 
existing forms of the subject through independent and collaborative 
enquiry 

Aim Assist you in placing the subject within an historical, social, cultural, 
theoretical, managerial, professional and international context 

Aim Equip you with the necessary transferable skills to assist you in 
determining your professional future 

Aim Raise your awareness of vocational outcomes 

Aim Equip you with skills to enable you to gain employment within industry 

Aim 
Place the subject of graphic branding and identity in an ethical and 
moral context Equip you with the necessary transferable skills to assist 
you in progressing onto LCC and other external postgraduate courses 

Outcome 
Use a variety of cognitive, theoretical and practical skills to identify and 
investigate appropriate primary and secondary sources relevant to 
branding and identity (Enquiry); 

Outcome Examine and interpret research material visually and demonstrate this 
understanding in order to inform project outcomes (Enquiry); 

Outcome Demonstrate an understanding of, and practically apply, contextual 
knowledge of the subject and its wider areas of influence (Knowledge); 

Outcome 
Problem solve, take risks, challenge preconceptions, experiment and 
test ideas, materials and media appropriate to concept development 
(Enquiry; Process); 

Outcome Demonstrate design, craft and technical skills in the final execution of 
ideas appropriate to the project outcomes (Realisation); 

Outcome Show clarity of purpose, appropriate selection of media, awareness of 



precedent and sensitivity to the needs of the audience in the 
production and presentation of ideas (Communication); 

Outcome 
Manage your learning through reflection, planning, self-direction, 
subject engagement, and commitment and be able to place your work 
in a professional context (Process; Realisation) 

Outcome Work independently or collaboratively with fellow designers or with 
those from different disciplines (Process). 

Outcome Exercise ethical and moral judgement in relation to the practice 
(Process; Realisation) 

Outcome 
Demonstrate an understanding of vocational skills related to 
professional outcomes and employment opportunities relevant to the 
subject. (Process; Realisation) 

 
  



 Distinctive Features 

1 

Community of Practice. The course is situated within the undergraduate Branding 
and Design Innovation Programme which comprises BA (Hons) Design and 
Management and Cultures, BA (Hons) Design for Art Direction, BA (Hons) Design for 
Branded Spaces and postgraduate courses including MA Design Management and 
Cultures and MA Graphic Branding and Identity Within a School context there are 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the Branding and Design Innovation 
programme, Graphic Communication Design, Contextual and Theoretical Studies 
and the Interactive and Visual Communication Programmes. The programmes are 
situated within the Design School and is one of the largest within the University of 
the Arts and offers specialist provision that is current within the design, media and 
communication community is interdisciplinary, future facing and addresses the 
needs of the contemporary student. 

2 

The Diploma in Professional Studies. This unique year-long optional course, offers 
students, across two programmes, the opportunity to undertake up to three 
placements anywhere in the world Students on BA(Hons) Graphic Branding and 
Identity will be able to capitalise on this opportunity 

3 

Practice and Theory: Although the course is located within a programme which is 
predominantly practice based its strong relationship with Contextual and 
Theoretical Studies will encourage the development of cultural thinking, critical 
analysis and study of global cultures and histories together with graphic branding 
and identity 

4 

Interdisciplinary nature of the course: The design, media and communication 
industries have expanded and diversified significantly in the last two decades. No 
longer purely practice based they have become multidisciplinary activities which 
draw on the expertise of a broad range of subject specialists from anthropologists to 
psychologists who complement and inform design practice. The interdisciplinary and 
multi disciplinary nature of the subject will be reflected in the curriculum and 
delivery of this course. 

5 
Location: The College is possibly the only Design, Communication and Media 
focused institution in Europe located within what is recognised as a design capital of 
the world 

6 

Live Projects: The School has a long and distinguished history particularly in the area 
of graphic design, stretching back to the 1950’s which has given it an enviable 
reputation and which makes it a focus for external live projects and collaborations 
which are a regular aspect of the School 

7 Professional expertise and links: The Schools considerable number and calibre of 
alumni and national and international professional links also contribute to the 



School and its programmes. This is exemplified in the Schools list of visiting 
practitioners, visiting professors and Fellows from a disparate range of design and 
communication backgrounds 

8 

Progression: LCC has developed a Graduate School in recognition of having the 
largest post graduate populations within UAL. The breadth of provision and course 
synergies will facilitate and give the opportunity for progression into an increasing 
number of relevant courses in particular MA Graphic Branding and Identity. 

9 Resources: Letterpress, printmaking and print resources; building on LCC strong 
tradition but working as an integral part of the course provision 

 
  



Course Detail 

Who we are  

‘Branding is a profound manifestation of the human condition’.  

Wally Olins 

Branding and identity are at the centre of every element of communication and are 
fundamental to all societies. It is cultural, fictional, tribal, societal, spiritual, corporate, 
physical and temporal. Branding and Identity are connected but branding is usually 
preceded by identity. If we have an identity we can make it visible by branding it. Branding 
clarifies and gives focus to an identity and personality as well as a set of behaviors’ that 
communicates and promotes an organisation, person, product or service. We tend to think 
of branding and identity as being modern phenomena but the use of both go back to our 
earliest history. For instance the German artist Albrecht Durer was a renowned painter 
and, more importantly, a printmaker in medieval Germany and branded his identity with a 
logotype that we still recognise today. 

He generated this logotype or mark to protect him legally at a time when his work was 
being copied- and to ensure that his clients and patrons were guaranteed quality. So 
protective was he of it that he travelled throughout Europe to ensure that it wasn’t abused 
often at the expense of the artwork itself. 

As a modern practice branding and identity emerged in the UK in the 1950s under the 
general title of 'corporate identity’ its introduction being attributed to FHK Henrion, (later 
Head of Visual Communication at what was then London College of Printing). It was, at 
that time inextricably linked with graphic design practice where it was synonymous with 
organisational naming, logotype design, corporate house style and visual identification. 

Other early practitioners included Pentagram and Wolff Olins and in the seventies, a 
number of exponents principal amongst them being Minale Tattersfield, Michael Peters 
and Lloyd Northover-the latter two founded by LCC alumni. 

BA (Hons) Graphic Branding and Identity is a course that, due to its location within the 
School of Design and its academic proximity to visual communication and graphic design, 
facilitates the exploration of branding and identity within a practical context. The course is, 
however, not defined by visual communication or design practice but views it as an 
essential adjunct to the subject. 

You will have access to a range of resources from printmaking and letterpress and from 
moving image to 3D design. 

Additionally you will have recourse to the Schools considerable national and international 
professional contacts that will enable you to experience live projects and collaborative 



involvement with industry. 

Design School 

These links are further emphasised through our unique Diploma for Professional Studies. 
Students successfully accepted onto the DPS may work for a year in industry anywhere in 
the world and gain an additional qualification. 

Our students have undertaken placements with Stefan Sagmeister in New York, Rem 
Koolhaas in Rotterdam, Vince Frost in Sydney, MTV in Mumbai and many more. In addition 
you will be given the chance to work on live projects with industry. In previous years these 
have included collaborations with Diabetes UK, BFI, Graphic Thought Facility, Wellcome 
Trust, Provokateur, Save the Children, Spin, Interbrand, Illy Coffee, the Good Agency, NHS, 
Moleskine. We also encourage involvement with national and international student 
competitions such as those run by D&AD, the Design Museum, ISTD, YCN and RSA and 
have a good record of successful entrants. 

In light of the expansion of the School and its courses it is an optional offer for all School of 
Design students. 

All the tutors on your course are actively involved in scholarly investigation and/or related 
professional practice; this supports the School in developing and sustaining strong 
relationships with industry. The School has staff with expertise in branding and identity, 
social and service design as well as graphic design, interaction, information and interface 
design together with contemporary management practice. 

We are a community of practice which means that Graphic Branding and Identity 
emanates from and sits, naturally, alongside a number of courses within the Design 
School’s well established and developing programmes. These courses share a common 
provenance and history that will be explored on an individual course and also at a 
collaborative level.  

The College and School of Design is home to a significant population of international 
students and there are upwards of 60 languages spoken within the College and this makes 
it truly cosmopolitan. Our students practice around the world as our impressive list of 
alumni is testament to. 

This cosmopolitan community encourages dialogue, based upon a multiplicity of views, 
experiences and expertise adding depth and an international dimension to our courses. 
You will be introduced to aspects of branding and identity as they apply to a globalized 
economy because as practitioners you will have to be aware of crucial cultural and societal 
differences that inform the practice. 



What we do  

This course allows you to explore diverse and creative approaches to branding and identity 
from concept to outcome and to gain valuable insights into all aspects of the subject from 
its historical, social, cultural, corporate and commercial contexts with practice supporting 
the facilitation and communication and manifestation of concepts and ideas. 

The course reflects contemporary practice that represents a dialogue between the brand 
and the audience. 

You will explore the subject supported by research, including strategic principles and brand 
planning, identity and branding behaviours, ethics and morality including sustainability, 
decision making, storytelling and narrative structure supported by media exploration as 
applied to branding projects that cover a range of channels and/or contexts. For example, 
brand experience design, UX/UI design, print media, packaging, moving image and 
advertising. 

This will enable you to understand how branding behaviours’ define us as individuals and 
groups, as well as commercially and corporately, and how it can reinforce identity as the 
outward manifestation of a brand. You will be encouraged to be innovative and to initiate 
change, to integrate practice and theory and work individually and collaboratively. You will 
possess technical skills but will not be a slave to them; you will make connections between 
disparate activities, be concept driven and capable of working across media. We also 
encourage you to understand the complexities of audiences and to use your studies to 
plan you future direction whether in work or continuing study. 

Throughout your time on the course you will be encouraged, through practical and 
theoretical projects, to acquire a broad range of transferable skills. These skills will enable 
you to become a versatile design practitioner and life-long learner who can adapt to future 
developments within the creative industries and the ever-changing world of work. 

Facilitated through a diverse range of learning activities, the course will help you to 
develop a ‘portfolio’ of practical and theoretical design skills which will enable you to 
become an autonomous, speculative and adaptable designer confidently working in a 
range of creative environments. 

  

How we do it  

The course employs a number of different strategies to guide you through it, helping you 
to achieve its learning outcomes and become a reflective learner. 

We will introduce you to creative methods, techniques and ways of thinking that draw on 
staff expertise that encourages independent and entrepreneurial practice all the way 
through the course. A significant amount of the work that you do will takes place in studios 
where you may be introduced to key concepts and principles through practical and 
theoretical workshops and exercises. You will also be asked to undertake projects designed 



to explore and expand on the concepts and principles through posed problems and 
projects. These will be augmented by lectures and seminars given by studio, Contextual 
and Theoretical Studies staff and external visitors that will help you place the subject 
within practical and theoretical contexts. 

Research, analysis, evaluation, ideas generation and speculation are fundamental to the 
subject and consequently feature throughout the projects and assignments whether in 
practice or in Contextual and Theoretical Studies units. Critiques will offer you the 
opportunity to discuss your work with your peers and staff while seminars give smaller 
groups of students the chance to debate specific topics. 

Besides the scheduled teaching you will be expected to work on projects independently in 
your own time but equally you will work collaboratively with others in your discipline or 
from other subject specialisms. This reflects the nature of the subject as a professional 
activity in which practitioners work with others from a multitude of disciplines. 

The course has very good industry links and consequently you will be working on live 
projects and competitions throughout the course. Regular collaborations on live projects 
take place, for example with Water Aid, Southwark Council, D&AD, YCN, Creative 
Conscience and the RSA. Regular projects are also set in conjunction with design agencies 
such as Landor, Johnson Banks, Rufus Leonard and Anyways. This integrated learning 
builds on the entrepreneurial success of recent students in addressing issues such as 
setting up in practice, applying for project funding and professional presentation skills.  

Course Units 

Each year of your course represents a different level of study (Year One = Level Four; Year 
Two = Level Five; Year Three = Level Six). The years are divided into units, with a maximum 
of five units and a minimum of two units per year. Each unit is credit-rated; the minimum 
unit size is 20 credits. 

  

There are always 120 credits per year, and 360 credits make up the BA (Honours) degree. 
Each unit descriptor indicates the number of learning hours associated with the unit. The 
proportion of hours devoted to types of learning will vary according to the purpose and 
nature of the unit. 

  

In Year One, more emphasis is placed on directed learning. As you progress through the 
course, this emphasis shifts as you take responsibility for directing your own learning, 
moving towards the ultimate goal of being an independent learner. 

  



Under the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications the Levels for a BA are: Level 4 
(which is stage 1 of the course), Level 5 and Level 6. There is a progression point at the end 
of each level and in order to progress, all units of the preceding level must normally be 
passed. If you are unable to continue or decide to exit the course, a Certificate of Higher 
Education (Cert HE) will be awarded following the successful completion of Level 4, or a 
Diploma in Higher Education (Dip HE) following the successful completion of Level 5. 

  

In order to be awarded a BA (Hons) you must successfully complete 360 credits. The final 
award is either comprised of the marks from Level 6 units only, weighted according to 
their credits, or the highest graded 100 credits from level 5, at a weighting of 30%, and all 
120 credits at level 6 with a weighting of 70%. Your classification is based on the highest 
result. For more detailed information regarding your course’s contact hours please check 
Moodle and ‘My Contact Hours’ which can be accessed through 
http://mycontacthours.arts.local/ 

  

In addition, your own personal timetable will be available each year from the beginning of 
term via your Moodle page https://mytimetable.arts.ac.uk/timetable_navigate/ 

Learning and Teaching Methods 

The courses outcomes are taught using the following learning and teaching methods: 

 
• Lectures/large group learning: the main areas of theory and its practical applications will 
be covered in a planned series of tutor-led sessions. 
• Workshop & seminar learning: practical sessions that will enable the student to 
experiment with a skill or technique relevant to the area of study. 
Students will be able to share their understanding with others and obtain guidance from 
lecturers to identify solutions to practical or theoretical problems. 
• Academic tutorials: individual assistance is provided by lecturers to assist students with 
difficulties in their understanding and practical application of theory and skills. This is 
important for clarifying the requirements for assessed work. 
• Self directed learning: independent study undertaken by the student to research, write 
and prepare assignments and to extend their knowledge and understanding. This can be 
undertaken at home or using college facilities. 
• Outside speakers and visits: these provide students with a perspective of contemporary 
issues and recent events. 
• Collaborative working that reflects the working practices of the design, media and 
communication industry 
• Assessed assignments: these assess the students’ attainment of the learning outcomes 
and develop the key skills that will form an important aspect of their learning. The 

http://mycontacthours.arts.local/
https://mytimetable.arts.ac.uk/timetable_navigate/


completion of assignment briefs is therefore regarded as a method. 

 

Assessment Methods 

The course outcomes are assessed using the following assessment methods: 

 
• Practical project work and computer based activities 
• Prepared writing 
• Responses to case studies 
• Oral presentation 
• Personal presentations of prepared work 
• Workshop based activities 
• Written research projects 
• The creation of a portfolio of collection of work which may contain a number of different 
activities. 

Reference Points 

The following reference points were used in designing the course: 

 
• The learning and teaching policies of the University of the Arts London 
• The College policies and initiatives 
• Level descriptors 
• Benchmark statements 
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The University will use all reasonable endeavours to provide the Course and the services described in this 
Output. There may be occasions whereby the University needs to add, remove or alter content in relation 
to your Course as may be appropriate for example the latest requirements of a commissioning or 
accrediting body, or in response to student feedback, or to comply with applicable law or due to 
circumstances beyond its control. The University aim to inform you of any changes as soon as is 
reasonably practicable 

© 2019 University of the Arts London 
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